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Abstract
The Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) and the Symmetric (S)SOR iteration matrices Rre
~nnected with the Jacobi iteration matrix; in CIUle these operators are 88SociaLed with a (q I p- q)_
Generalized Consistently Ordered matrix through certain matrix identities. The validity of
these identities has been proved in the last couple of years. Very recently an analogous matrix
identity was shown to hold for ~he Modified (M)SOR and the Jacobi iteration matrices in the
very p81Licular cues (p,q) = (2, I), (3, 1) and (3,2). It. is the main objective of this paper
kJ exte':ld the validity of this identity to cover an entire ellJ.Sll of pairs (p, q). The identity in
question is not only of theoretical interest but of practical importance too since it can be used
to show the equivalence of the MSOR and a el888 of p-step iterative methods for the solution of
a linear system whose matrix coefficient posseeses the (q,P - q)-generalized consistently ordered
properly.
Key words and phrases: p-cyclic matrices, Jacobi, Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) and Modified
(M)SOR iteration matrices.
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1 Introduction and Preliminaries
Let us consider the matrix A E <{',n. and let us suppose that it is partitioned into p x p blocks and
has the Conn
All 0 0 At,p_q+t 0 0
0 A" 0 0 A:J,p_q+2 0
A= 0 0 0 0 A,. (1.1)
Aq+t,l 0 0 0 0
o 0... Ap,p_q 0 0 App
where its diagonal blocks are square and non·singular and where the integer q is relatively prime
to p. The matrix A in (1.1) belongs to the class of block p-cyclic matrices [12] or more specifically
to that of the generalized consistently ordered (GCO) (q,p - q)-matrices [14J. The Jacobi iteration
mat.rix T associated with A above has the form
0 0 0 Tt,p_q+I 0
0 0 0 0 T:Z,p_q+2
T= 0 0 0 0
Tq+1 ,p 0 0 0
0 0 ... Tp,p_q 0 0






this matrix can also be written as
i = l(l)q
i= q+l(l)p; ( 1.3)
T=L+U (1 A)
where Land U a.re strictly lower a.nd strictly upper triangular matrices respectively. Furthermore
let Ull conllider the Modified Successive Overrelaxation (MSOR) iteration matrix.co associated with
A which, in view of (1.2)-(1.4), can be written as
£n := (I -llL)-1 (I -ll +llU) (1.5)
(,ee [91 and for p = 2 ,ee al,o [14)). In (1.5) ll:= (wIlt,w,I" ... ,wpIp) where I;, j = l(l)p, are
unit matrices of orderll the respective ones of Ai; and wit i = l(l)p, are scalarll. Note that for




It is known [9J that the sets of eigenvalues p. E u(T) and>. E u(£o) are connected through the
relationship
" "II(.1+ Wi - I) = II wi!'".\"-'. (1.7)
;:::.1 ;=1
From (1.7) the well-known eigenvalue relationships of Young's [13] (SOR, P = 2, q = 1), Varga's
[11] (SOR, p 2: 2, q = I), Verner and Bernal'. [10] (SOR P 2: 2, P - I 2: q 2: I) and Yonng and
Kincaid's {I5] (MSOR, P = 2, q = 1) are readily recovered.
Our main objective in this work is to derive the matrix analogue of the rela.ti.onship (1.7). More
specifically to show that the identity
"II(£n + (Wi -I)l) = (llT)"£:;-'
;=1
always.holds. For this we note that for n = wI (SOR) the corresponding to (1.8) identity was
obtained in [2] while for the MSOR operator for p = 2, q = 1 was obtained by Young and Kincaid
[IS] and for (p, q) = (3, I), (3, 2) was obtained by Hadjidimos and Yeyios [4]. For tbe proof of (1.8)
our main tools will be elementary graph theory (see, e.g., (12l, [5J, etc.) and simple combinatorics
in the way t~ese tools were effectively used in similar previous works (see [2], [3]). Apart from the
theoretical interest the identity (1.8) presents, it is of practical importance too. More specifically, as
was shown in [4], where the observa.tion made by Hubner [7J ([6]) should be taken into consideration,
the problem of the determina.tion of "good" or "optimal" relaxation factors Wj, j = l(l)p, for the
solution of the linear system Ax = b, with A in (1.1) nonsingular, using the MSOR method is
equivalent to that of the determination of a set of p paramelers of a p-step iteralive method
"equivalent" to the MSOR one. The determination of the parameters in the latter problem may
turn out to be simpler as this was in the case p = 2 [4), (see also [8], [1], [2), [3] for similar SOR
and SSOR problems).
2 Main Result and Preliminary Analysis
The statement of our main result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1: Let T in (1.2) be tbe block Jacobi and £n in (1.5) be tbe block MSOR iteration
matrices associated with A in (1.1). Then for any diagonal matrix n := diag(wdhw2I:h .. . ,wpIp ),
Wj E <I,; = l(l)p, ·with Ij the unit matrix of the order of Ai;' the matrices T and .co satisfy (1.8).
o
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in Section 3 where a. number of other auxiliary statements
will also be given and proved. In this section we shall develop the necessary background material
on which these proofs are based. Note that (1.8) is trivially satisfied for n = OJ 50 we restrict to
n .;:. O. Note also that wi Tin, j = l(l)p, are of exactly the same Corm as the blocks TjI. in (1.3). So,
in view of (1.2) and (1.4), nT, nL and nu will be denoted from now on by T, Land U respectively.
With this simplified notation (1.8) is written as
where
,
II(L:n +(Wj -1)1) = T"L:~-',
i=1
L:n := (I - L)-'(I -!l +U).
(2.1)
(2.2)
Also in the present work only the case q < p - q will be analyzed and studied. The corresponding
analysis when q > p - q is very similar and is therefore omitted while for q = p _ q, actually p = 2,
q = 1, it is given in (14].
Assuming that we a.re referring to the set P := {1,2, ... ,p} of nodes we begin our analysis by
noting that in the directed graph G(T) of T (see {12] or [5]) for any given node i = q + 1(I)p we
have
,
U(i,j) = (i, i - q),
i=1







as in Figure 2. To distinguish the edges of type I which are associated with the matrix L from i--, 1. 2
,
those of type II associated with U ~e shall r.efer to an edge of type II as a ICfolding" edge. From
(2.3) and (2.4) we have that
G(L) = Ui=,+t(i,i -q), G(U) = U1=,(i,i+p- q)
G(T) = G(L)UG(U).
Let us denote by Band C the two members of (2.1). Specifically
,
B:= II(L:n +(w, -I)l), C:= T'L:~-'.
l=O










uo=l, Ul=~ II(I-w,,), 1=1(I)p, (2.8)
'==1
where 1 ::s; rl < r:a < ... < rl ::s; P a.nd the summa.tion in (2.8) extends over a.U possible combinations
of the p nodes (points) in P chosen l. Note tha.t in both B a.nd C va.rious powers of .en are involved.
Since our intention is to express, indirectly, B a.nd C in terms of products of L a.nd U the expansion
of L:o in L's and U's is needed. For this we have
where
.cn = (I - L)-l(I -Il+ U) = .cn,l +.cn" (2.9)
(2.10).cn,l := (I +L +L' + +L')(l -Il)
.cn,' := (I +L +L' + +L')U
and t = [(p - 1)/q], with {z] denoting the integral pa.rt of the real number z.
Let us now exa.mine how G(.en) is derived Crom G(L) and G(U) considering a.ll scalar coefficients
1 - Wj; j = 1(1)p, even if one (or more) of them is zero. Obviously G{I - fi) = Uf=,(i, i) consists
of p closed pa.ths of length zero each, which will be called identity pa.ths (see Figure 3). Since
•the scaJa.r coefficient associated with the ith identity path is 1 - Wi we ma.y consider the graph
of £0,1 in (2.9)-(2.10) as being the "weighted" graph of 1 + L + L 2 +... + L~. All the weighted
pa.ths in G(.cn,I), which are of lengths 0, I, 2, •.• , t a.nd are coming from the terms 1 - fi, L(1 - fi),
L'J(I - fi), ... , L1(I - fi), respectively, will be indicated by a. double a.rrow and will be represented
by a single edge of type I or III, whichever applies. Hence
[
li:ll ]l' • _ .....
G(.cn,,) =;Id ;1}. (i, i -jq) . (2.11 )
--Thus for a. particul~ set of indices i, i - jq E P the weighted path ( i, i -jq) in (2.11) is of length
il has weight 1 - Wi-;q and is the graph of the nonidentically zero (i, i - jq)lh block of the term
V(I - 0) of .cn,l'
Example 1: Let p = 5 and q = 2.
--a) For i = 4 a.nd j = 1 the path in G(L:o.1) is (4, 2)1 has length 1, weight 1-W2 and comes from
the term L(I - n) of £n,1 whose block in the position (4,2) is (1- W2)n2.
--b) For i = 5 and j = 2 the pa.th (5 I 1) has length 2, weight 1 - WI and comes from the term
L'(I - 0) whose block in tbe (6,1) position i, (1- wdT"T31'
6
On the other hand, all the paths in G(CO,'l), which are of lengths 1,2, ... ,t + 1 and are coming
from the terms U, LU, L'JU, .•. ,LfU respectively, will have a folding as their last edge, will be
indicated by a. single arrow and will be represented in G(.co,'J) by a single folding. Therefore
and hence
1'..... i-I





= Ui=l {[lJ}~~I(i, -; -jq)]U(i,i +p - (i ;~ll + I)q)}.
The subgraph of G(.co) that contains only the paths that have origin the node i E P, have lengths
0,1,2, ... , [i;l J, [i;l]+1 and are coming from the terms 1-.0, L(I-U),L'J(I -11), ... , LI,¥-l(I -11),
L£¥lU of .co, js illustrated in Figure 4. _ F,"t- l..t
Example 2: For p = 5 and q =2 the subgraph of G(.co) whose paths have the node i =5 as
............... - .......... ..... .....
their origin is the union of the paths (5, 5), (5, 3), (5, 1), and (5, 4). These paths have lengths
0,1,2 and 3, weightsl-ws, l-Wa, I-wI, 1, are coming from the terms I -.o,L(I -n),L'J(I -n)
and L'lU and represent the blocks (l-ws)Is, (1-W3)Ts3 , (1-Wl)Ts3T3h and TS3 TS1 T I4 of .co.
To prove Theorem 2.1 we will show that Bij = Gij for every pair i,i € P. For this it is assumed
that Band C in (2.6) have been expanded in terms of nonidentically zero products of Ls and Us and
all the like terms, if any, have been summed up. The graph of each term in either B or C consists of
the union of one or more paths. Each path consIsts of consecutive subpaths and represents the graph
of a nonidentically zero block of the term in question. Our objective will be then accomplished if
we show that all paths in G(B) and G(C) from i to i with m foldings (0 ::; m ::; p) coincide and are
associated with equal overall weights. Obviously, any two IIdifTerent" paths in G(Bij) (and G(e;j»
with a particular number of m foldings are "identical" except for possible double-arrowed identity
subpaths and the weights of type I subpaths. These identity subpaths can be practically anywhere
between any two Bubpaths of such a path. All the above lIidentical" paths will be considered as one
with which an overall weight will be associated. This overall weight will be equal to the sum of all
the weights associated with all the "identical" paths. The determination of this weight constitutes
the basic key to the proof of our main result. For this a number of propositions wiU be stated and
proved in the next section before the proof of the main result is given. However, in order to make
some of the points of the previous discussion clear to the reader we wiU give an example.
Example 3: Suppose that p :::: 3, q = 1 and let us try to find the contribution to the formation
of the (i,i)th block of.c~ of the terms of the expansion of.c~ whose graphs have m Coldings in the
following two cases:
a) When i = 2, i :::: 3, m = 2 where the last subpath in anyone of those graphs, with identity
6
5ubpaths being ignored, is a folding and
b) When i = 2, i = 1, m = 1 where the last subpath in these graphs is not a folding.
(graphs) are identical and-all the previous six products are equal to the T21TI3T32T21T1J term each
multiplied by lhe ...oeialed weighl (1- w,), (1 - WI), (1- w,), (1 - w,), (1 - WI) and (1 - W3),
respectively. Thus we have that
a) Based on the given information we shall try to find, ignoring weights, the term of (.c~):l3 specified
as a product of nonidentica.Uy zero Tkl , k,t E P, blocks. For this we have that the first fa.ctor in
the product in question must be T:n , the only nonidentically zero block in the second block row
of Land U (or T), while the last factor must be T13. To find out which fadors, if any, should be
placed between Tn and T13 we must keep in mind the number of foldings m = 2 and also the fact
that the only nonidentically zero block of T whose graph is a folding Is the block n3. This leads
us to the conclusion that the only product satisfying these constraints is T~l T13 T3~ T:u T13 . It is
obvious now that this product is the block in the position (2,3) of LULLU = LUL~U. It remains
then to find the weight associated with T~l T13 T3~ Tn TIJ or the sum of the weights of a.1I the
terms in the expansion of .cfJ of the form LUL2U. Having in mind that this product comes from a
product of three factors of .co two o[ which are coming from .cO,2' due to the presence of the two
U's, and that the last subpath in the graphs we are considering is a folding it is implied that in
the product in question the third factor must come from .co,:! unless, of course, it is followed by
the factor 1- 11, from .cO,l' All these requirements are satisfied only by the following six products:
(I -1l)(LU)(L'U), (L(I -1l»)U(L'U), (LU)(I -1l)(L'U), (LU)(L(I -1l))(LU), (LU)(L'(I -1l))U
and (LU)(L'JU)(I - 11). (Note: It is very easy to find these products provided one inserts the one
factor (I - 11), coming from the one term of .cO,I, in all six possible positions of LU L'JU and finds
those products that give acceptable products of three factors, one from .cO,1 and two from .c0,2.)
Having obtained the above products we can readily find their blocks in their (2,3) position. These
are «I-w,)I,)(T"T'3)(T"T"T13 ), (T,,( l-w, )1, )T'3(T"T"T13), (T"T'3)«I- W 3)[3)(T"T"T,3 ),
(T"T'3)(T,,(I- w,)I,)(T"T'3)' (T"T,3)(T"T,,(I- w,)h)T'3 and (T"T13 )(T"T"T'3)«I- w3)I3)
respectively. The weighted graphs of these six products are given in Figures 6a-5f or if we ana.lyze F-Jf ~'a.' f1
• •each subpath of length k(~ 1) into its weighted component edges of length one the corresponding
graphs are then given in Figures 6a-6f. Note that except [or weights and identity paths all six paths FiJl" 6".,t-l
•
(£~)i{l ~ [2(1- w,) +2(1- w,) +2(1 - w3)!T"T13T"T,,1b, (2.11)
where, in the superscripts, 2 denotes the number of foldings and II that the last edge is a folding.
b) Based on a similar reasoning as in the previous case it is easy to see that
(2.15)
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where the weight a~{ is to be determined. Obviously, the product in the right hand side of (2.15)
can only come from the block in the (2,1) position of LUL2. Since only one folding is involved two
out of the three factors that form this product will corne from LO.l' lIenee two (I - il) factors must
be placed among the L's and U's of LUL2 so that to produce acceptable products involving two
terms from LO,I and one from LO,2' It can be checked that only the following five possibilities exist:
(I -!l)(LU)(L'(I-!I)), (L(I -!l))U(L'(I - !I)), (LU)(I -!l)(L'(I -!Ill, (LU)(L(I - !I))(L(I -!I))
.nd (LU)(L'(I -!l))(I - !I). The (2,1) block, of the.. products .re «I-w,)l,)(T"T13)(T"T,,(I-
WI )lI), (T" (I-wI )ll)T13(T"T"(l-w,)lI), (T"TI3)«I-w,)h)(T"T"(I-WI )1,), (T"T'3)(T,,(1-
w,)l,)(T,,(I-wI)ll) and (T"TI3)(T"T,,(1-wIl11)«I-wI)II), re,pedively. The weighted gt".ph,
of these blocks are given in Figures 7a-7e. If the previous graphs are analyzed in th: way suggested F.Jf 'rq - c:-
in the previous case (a) we will have the equivalent graphs given in Figures 8a-8e. All five graphs Firf f<t- E
... -
a:i' = (1 - w,)[2(1- wil +2(1 - w,) +(1 - W3)]'
3 Proof of Theorem 2.1
(2.16)
We begin this section with the statement and proof of three lemmas which constitute the basis for
the subsequElnt analysis. In these lemmas we give the theoretical formulation and proof of what we
tried to make clear with Example 3 in the previous section.
Lemma 3.1: Let 3 E P, Then in G(.c~) all "identical" paths from i to j (i,j E P) with
m foldings,"1 S m S 3, (in the ·sense explained in Example 3) whose last edge (ignoring identity
subpaths) is a folidng, can be considered as one path with an overall (scalar) weight o-~j,1T given by
a~,11 = " IIP (q."!" i. - 1 ) (1- w.)". (3.1)
IJ LJ lie - 1
Eqlr=.-m Ie=l
In (3.1) q/c denotes the number of double-arrowed edges, including identity subpaths, that a path
from i to j with m foldings consists of which have k E P as an ending node. On the other hand
ile denotes the maximum number of times the node k can be an ending node of an edge, including
identity subpa.ths, in a.ny one of the "identical" paths considered. (Note: If one (or more) q/c is zero
the f.ctor (1:- w.)O i, defined to be 1 even if w. = 1. AI,o, ( =; )or ( ~ ) .re defined to be I.)
Proof: To find a~,11 one has to find all the "identical" paths from i to i with m foldings
together with their associated weights. These paths come from all the nonidentically zero (i,j)th




clear the number of foldings m indicates that in the product tha.t forms the corresponding term in
the expansion, with which such a path is associated, m factors will come from .cO,2 and 8 - m from
.cO,1 implying that Et"l ql: = 8 - m. In addition, any factor from .cO,l is either I _ 11, in which
case it gives rise to identity double-arrowed subpaths, or LVJ(l_ 11), w = l(l)t, when it produces
weighted double-arrowed subpaths of length w. Since the last subpath of any path of interest is,
by assumption, a folding we must have i > P - q. It is clear that to each k E P and for given p
and q there corresponds a unique ik which is a. constant and depends only on i, it m and 8 while
the qkts may very but are such that Eq" :::::: ~ .... m. Consider then the subset of all "identical"
paths that correspond to a certain possible p-tuple {qh q:z , ... , qp}, E1=1 qk = 8 - m. It is obvious
that with each node k E P there is associated a scalar coefficient (weight) Nq.(I- Wk)q" , with Nq"
being the number of all "identical" paths of the subset in question that have the node k as an
ending node q" ti~es each. Recalling that our iterest is focused only on paths that have the node
k as an ending node of a double.arrowed path and this can only come from the graph of either
(I-fi)" =(1-w.)I. or (LW(I -fin..• =(Lw).,.(l-fi)" =(1-w.)(LW)." it is implied th.t N" i.
the number of times the above qk identity subpa.ths can be "distributed" to the maximum number
of ile nodes k of the path. This number is equal to the number of combinations with repetitions of
ile chosen q,ki that is
N" = ( q. t.~; 1 ), k = 1(I)p. (3.2)
Hence the scalar coefficient (weight) associated with all "identical" paths of the subset considered
that correspond to a. certain p-tuple is given by
IT (qd~ ; 1 ) (1- w.)".
Ie=] Jk
So, Qij,lI that is the scalar coefficient (overall weight) associated with all the "identical" paths of
the present lemma-Is given by (3.1). 0
Nole: In Example 3. it i. (it,it,h) = (2,2,2) (Figure. 6.-6f) while (q"q2,Q3) = (1,0,0)
(Figures 6b, e), =(0,1,0) (Figures 6., d), =(0,0,1) (Figures 6c, f). 0
Lemma 3.2: Under the assumptions of Lemma. 3.1, with the only difference being that the last
subpath, except for identity Bubpaths, is a. double-arrowed one, that is or type I, 0 5 m :S 8 - 1,
the corresponding overall weight is given by
a~·I=(I_W;) E IT(q':'~;I)(I-W')'"
Eqll=.-m-] 11:-1
In (3.4), qk and if,; are the numbers defined in Lemma 3.1 except for qil which is the number defined
previously decreased by 1.
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Proof; This time j ::::; p - q and the proof duplicates the one of the previous lemma except for
the following. Since the last Ilubpath is of type I there will be the weight 1 _ w; associated with
it and, therefore, the weighting factor 1 - wi will be associated with the whole path. it is then
obvious that qk and ik are the numbers defined in Lemma 3.1, with q; being decreased by 1 due to
the fact that the last subpath is now a double-arrowed one meaning that one identity subpath out
of the previous qi ones has somehow been fixed. 0
Note: In Example 3b it is (illh,ia) = (2,2,1) (Figures 7a.-e) while (qllq2,Qa) = (1,0,0)
(Figures Sb, e), = (0,1,0) (Figures Sa, d), = (0,0,1) (Figure Sc). 0
Lemma 3.3: Under the assumptions of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and the observation made regarding
q; formulas (3.1) and (3.4) are given in the following one
alj = (1 - Wj)' ~ IT (q'1~ ; 1 ) (1- w.)", (3.5)
L 'l,,=.-m-S k=l
where 6 = °if j > p - q and 6 = 1 otherwise.
Proof: The proof is obvious. 0
lIere we recall Lemma 1 of [2J which will be very useful in the sequel.
Lemma 3.4 {(2, Lemma 1]): G(TP) consists of exactly one closed path (cycle) from any node
i E P to itself of length p. This cycle contains q foldings no two of which are consecutive edges of
it. 0
Having p~ved Lemma 3.3 and using Lemma. 3.4 we can now determine the overall weight associ.
ated with the term oOhe (i,i)th block of matrix C in (2.6) which comes from all the nonidentically
zero (i,i)th blocks of all terms of the expansion of C whose graphs are "identical" paths from i to
i (i,i E P) with m foldings (q :S.m :S pl. For this we have
Lemma 3.6: The overall weight associated with all "identical" paths with m foldings of the
graph G(Cij) is given by
clj=(l-Wj)' ~ IT(q'1~;2)(1-W')'" (3.6)
L'llc=p-m-6 k=1
where q :S m :S p, 6 = 0 if i > p - q and 6 =. 1 otherwise, and ik ~ 1.
Proof: Since TP in C =TP£fJ-'l is block diagonal we have Cij =. (TP)ii(£~-'l)ij implying that
G(C;j) = G«TP);i)UG«(.c~-');j). However, by Lemma 3.4, G(TP);;) i. a cycle from i to i with q
foldings which pa.sses exactly once through each node k E P(k #- i) and has a weight equal to 1.
So, ciJ is notping but t~e overall weight associated with all "identical" paths from i to i with m _ q
foldings of the graph G«l~-'l)ij). Beadng in mind that in this graph ik is in fact ik - 1, since
in G(Cij» each node k E P has already been used once in the cycle G«TP)ii), a straightforward
application of formula. (3.5) of Lemma. 3.3 gives (3.6). 0
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The analysis so far and especiaUy Lemma 3.3 applied to the matrix B in (2.7)-(2.8) gives now
the following result.
Lemma 3.8: The overall weight associated with all "identical" paths with m foldings, q ~
m ~ p, of the graph G(BU) is given by the expression
,-m-' '( . I)bij=(I-w;)' I: (-I)'u, I: II q.:.'.".~ (I-w.)"
[=0 L: q,,=p-l-m-S 11:=1
where the Ut'S are given by (2.8).
Proof: In view of (2.7) a straightforward application of the result (3.5) gives
(3.7)
(3.8)bij = t(-I)'u,(I- wi)' I: IT (q.:.~ ~ I ) (1- w.)".
[=0 L: u=p-[-m_,sI:=1
However, since we are interested in paths that have m(~ q) foldings only the powers of £0 with
exponent p - l ~ m +6 must be considered. So the upper limit of the first summation, that is
the maximum value of i, must be p - m - 6. On the other hand since 6 = 0 or 1 depending on
whether all "identical" paths that are considered have as their last subpath, in the sense explained,
a folding or a type I one, the factor (1- Wj)& is then a common factor and can be taken out of the
8ummation.. These two observations effecti~ely show that (3.8) implies (3.7). 0
In the following lemma we prove t.he equalit.y of the two expressions in (3.6) and (3.7). Thus
we have
Lemma 3.7: Under the assumptions of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 the expressions in (3.6) and (3.7)
are equal. More specifically
i,j E P,m E {q,,,,,p - oj, (3.9)
with 6 = 0 if j > P - q and 1 otherwise.
Proof: We begin with the expression (3.6) for bij and replace Uf, l = O(l)p - m - 6, using
(2.8). We then have
x (" n' (q. +i. - I ) (1 )")L..}:q,,=p_l_m_6 k=1 i1c _ 1 - W1c (3.10)
(I .)'",_m_'( I)'" n' (q. +i. - I ) (I ),,+6.
- wJ L..[=o - L..}:q,,=p_l_m_6 k=1 i1c _ 1 - Wk 1
where Ok = 1 if k E {rt, r:h"'1 rtl and Ok = 0 otherwise. If we set qk in the place or qk +6k then





bij = (I-w;)' E IW-w,)"PI:'{-I)' E IT (q>+~: =: -6,)
E.u,=p-m-,sk=l t=O 2:6.=(.1:=1
Now from the summa.tion on the right hand side of (3.11) we consider only the term that corresponds
to the combination of nodes T., 8 = 1(I)t :s; p - m - 6, with 1 :s; Tl < T:J < ... < Tt .s p and for·
which qr. ~ I, s -l(l)t. This term denoted by (bij)rlr:l ...rr is given by
{bijJ"., ..." = (1-w;)'IT{I-w,.)".t{-I)' E (q,.+i,,-:-6,.).
.1:=1 (=0 E lir"=( Jr. -
Considering the double summation of the right hand side of (3.12) and distinguishing the two cases
of 0"1 = aand 6r1 = 1 we can successively transform it as follows
""_ {_I)'''' _ (q" +i,. -1- 6,. )
£"(_0 L.E Srlr _l Jrlo _ 1
( q" +i" -I) E':'{-I)'E . (q,. +i" -1-6" )1rl - 1 i_O - i:...~ 6r• =t 1r. - 1
+(q,,+i,.-2)E'_{_I)'E. (q,.+i,,-1-6,,)
3rl -1 i_I LIr..~6rlr=l-1 1,." - 1 .
= [( q,. +i" -I) _ (q" :+-i" -2)] E':'{-I)'E. _ (q" +i" -1-6" )3rt - 1 1rl - 1 i_o E••3 6,.,,-l Jr. _ 1
(3.13)
It is noted that (3.13) holds for ir) ~ 2. For ;rl = 1 the difference yielding ( qrl :- j~12- 2 ) is1.,
in fact equal to ( q~, ) - ( q" 0- I ) =1- I =0, meaning that {bij)"" ..." =o. Following the
same analysis' on the double summation of the rightmoot expression of (3.13), as in the derivation
of (3.13) from (3.12), we finally obtain
(3.14)
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J... ;:: 2, k = 1(I)t. If the expression (3.14) is considered for all the terms of bi'] that correspond
to all the combinations of t(S p - m - 5) nodes Til S = l(l)t, with q.., ;:: 1 and such that
E~:::l q... = p - m - 5 then (3.11) becomes
bij = (1- w;)' E IT ( q"/ i"2- 2 ) (1 - w.)" (3.15)
E q.=p-m-oS k:::l ... -
which is nothing but the expression (3.6) for cij. This concludes the proof of the present lemma.
o
In Lemma 3.6 we considered all "identical" paths in G(Bij) with m foldings such that q::; m ::; p.
However in G(Bij) there are also paths with a number offoldings m ranging from 0 to q _ 1. For
these paths there holds.
Lemma 3.8: Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.6 the overall weight bi'] associated with all
"identical" pa.ths of G(Bij) with m foldings, where 0::; m < q, equals zero (!). Namely
bf} = 0 (!). (3.16)
(3.17)
Proof: The expression for br] is the same as that in (3.7) except that 0 ~ m < q instead of
q ~ m :$ p. However, even in this present case the a.nalysis in the proof of the previous Lemma
3.7 holds and can be followed step by step. The main difference Is the following. Any palh from i
to j with m < q foldings does not pass through all the p nodes of P. (Just note that the path of
smaUest length which passes through all the p nodes at least once from each is the cycle of Lemma
3.4 which has q(> m) foldings!) Let that this path passes through the nodes Til r:z, ...• r!. Then
1 < P and also j,. = 1, k = 1(1)1. Thus (3.7) becomes
p-m_' '( )bij=(I-w;)' E (-I)'~, E II q~. (I-w,.)'·'.
l:::O E~_I q... :::p_l_ m-S ,1,;:::1
Since we can follo~ the analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.7 we have for the factor ( qrl : j~1 2- 2 )
i"
in the rightmost expression of (3.13) tha.t
( q" -: j" - 2 ) = ( q" +i" - 1 ) _ ( q" -: i" - 2 ) = ( qo" ) _ ( q., 0- 1 ) = 0,
'''1 - 2 Jrl - 1 Jrl - 1
which effecti~ely shows (3.16). 0
Now that we have developed all the necessary tools needed the proof of the main theorem follows
in a. straightforward fashion.
Proo!ofTheorem 2.1 To prove that B =C it suffices to prove that Bij =Cij for all i. j E P.
However I as we ha.ve already seen for the latter to hold it suffices to prove that G(Bij) =B(Gij) for
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all i, j E P or equivalently bn = en, m = O(I)p, where bij and cij are the overall weights associated
with all "identicalll paths in G(Bij) and G(Cij) with m foldings. This must be proved for all i,
j E P and m = O(I)p. As we have already seen (Lemma 3.5) in G(Cij) there are no paths with
m« q) foldings. On the other ha.nd in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 we showed that b'l] = cij, m = q(1)p,
and tha.t bi] =0, m =O(l)q -1 respectively. From these results the validity of the matrix identity
(2.1) (or (1.8» follows directly which concludes the proof of our main theorem. 0
Based on the analysis so far it is easy to prove the following.
Theorem 3.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 there holds
(3.18)
that is the matrices (aT)p and .c~-q commute.
Proof: The matrices fiL, au and aT ate denoted by L, U and T, respectively, as this was done
in the beginning of Section 2. So, to prove (3.18) it suffices to prove that (TP'ch-q)ij = (.ch-9TP)ij
for all i, j E P, where.cn is given now by (2.2). However, since TP is a block diagonal matrix it
suffices to prove that (TP)ii('ch-9')ij = (.ch-9')ij(TP)jj for all i, i E P. Dy Lemmas 3.1-3.3 (.ch-9')ij
is a. suin of p - q + 1 block terms with overall weights of], m = O(I)p - q, which are given by (3.5)
with .9 = p - q. The terms corresponding to the same m have the sa.me graphs, from i to j with m
foldings, an~ identical scalar coefficients aij, which proves the validity of (3.18). 0
Note: It is noted that the identity (3.18) was observed to hold in the cases (p, q) = (2, I), (3, 1)
and (3.2) in [4].
Remark: It is natural to ask here if(1.8) holds when gcd(p,q) = d > 1. To analyze this more
general case we notice that a path in anyone of the graphs considered 80 far cail only pass through
two nodes i and j of P if and only if i = j mod(d). This suggests that for th~ corresponding study
we must consider d sets of pi = p/d nodes each and examine whether the theory developed so far
holds for anyone of these sets' of nodes. However, a very simple example shows what the situation
is. Let p = 4 and q = 2. It is then d = 2 and can readily be found out that to the formation of BII
the term T13T31 whose graph is oflength two also contributes. However, the overall weight of the
term in question is (1 - Wl)(W:l - WI)(W4 - WI) which is not identically zero. This makes Lemma
3.8 not be valid anymore as 'a consequence of which Theorem 2.1 can not hold in general. 0
We conclude our analysis by stating the corresponding results for the SOR case. So, in the very
special case where n = wI, that is in the case where the MSOR matrix .co reduces to the SOR
one, .cw , we have the following valid statement.
Corollary 3.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, let lw be the SOR iteration matrix
defined by (1.6), or by (1.5) when Wi = w, i = 1(I)p. Then the following matrix identities hold
14
o (3.21 )
Note: The left matrix equality in (3.21) was obtained in [2] while the second one is new and
follows directly from Theorem 3.1. 0
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